Thank you for purchasing the Core extension dining table. This page lists all the contents included in the box. Please take the time to identify the hardware as well as the individual components to this product. As you unpack and prepare for assembly, place the contents on a carpeted or padded area to protect them from damage.

Note: 2 people are recommended to safely assemble this product.

**Hardware**

- 24 - bolts

**Tools Required**

- allen wrench (included)

(We recommend the use of hand tools instead of power tools)

**Components**

- 1 - tabletop assembly
- 1 - extension leaf
- 2 - metal straps
- 2 - leg frames
A. With assistance of another adult, place **tabletop assembly** upside down on a clean, padded surface. Loosely attach each **leg frame** with 10 **bolts** as shown, and then secure each bolt with the **allen wrench**.

B. Attach 2 **metal straps** to tabletop assembly with 2 **bolts** per strap. Secure with the **allen wrench**.

---

**extension leaf installation**

A. Release tabletop sections by unlocking 2 mechanisms on underside of tabletop. With assistance, pull tabletop sections apart, remove **extension leaf** and position as shown. Make sure pins in leaf align with locator holes in the tabletop.

B. Push ends of tabletop back together and secure lock mechanisms. Installation is now complete.
extension leaf storage

Release tabletop sections by unlocking 2 mechanisms on underside of tabletop. With assistance, pull tabletop sections fully apart. Position extension leaf as shown and gently place onto metal straps with the locking hardware facing up as shown. Push ends of tabletop back together and re-secure lock mechanisms.

cleaning and care

Clean surfaces with a dry or damp soft cloth. Do not use abrasive cleaners. It is recommended to use coasters to protect surface from heat and water.